Power And Decision Making::

Education:





Argued for a strong head of state with
the power to keep the peace through fear
if necessary



Without a strong, feared state society
would descend into lawless anarchy
(state of nature)







Almost any use of power by the state justified if it kept the peace and rule of law

State had the right to control what
was taught in schools and universities
Nothing should be allowed to be taught
which subverted the rule of law or the
status quo
Schools run in mirror image to the state
with strong leadership with absolute authority over students.

KEY THINKERS ON KEY TOPICS
Human Rights:

Culture/Identity









humans have “natural
rights”, like life, property and freedom. These
pre-date society
By living in a society
one transferred the
guardianship of rights
to life and property
etc. to the ruler of
that society (social
contract)





if ruler could maintain law and order
which protected your
life and property from
attack by other citizens you owed them
your allegiance.

Pre-dates modern nationalism, persons loyalty was to the state
which in those days
meant monarch.
Religious identity (Civil
war in England) key to
the background of his
ideas, religious expression had caused a war.
For hobbes the cultural and religious identity of a state should
mirror that of its ruler, anything else was
divisive.

Thomas hobbes
Class Inequality:

Gender Inequality:







Economic inequality was not a big issue
for hobbes, right to property was sacred
and must be upheld by the state.
Whatever class hierarchy had been put in
place by the ruler to help the state function was the right one, your role in that
society was whatever the ruler felt it
should be.

Hobbes made no distinction between the natural rights of men and women in the state of
nature.



He also proposed that matriarchal societies
were perfectly possible, acknowledging women
could be heads of state.



Once part of a patriarchy however women
were bound by the social contract to accept
it.

